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SumChecksums FROM iBase WHERE
iBase.DATA = '12' GROUP BY
dBase.GROUP_ID, dBase.NAME,
dBase.TYPE This should tell you what
(File) names are being checked out and
the checksum is being applied to them.
And if a checksum applies to multiple
files, it's because they share a common
name. Q: How to detect an app or
process is still running? I was wondering
if there is an easy way to detect if a
process is still running? I was thinking
of just getting the process name like
this: Process[] process =
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Process.GetProcesses();
foreach(Process p in process)
Console.WriteLine(p.ProcessName); I
would then be able to see which process
is running, but how do I get the process
to exit? (I've done this before, but that
was only because I could kill the
process). I was thinking of launching a
signal when the process is done. I
thought of killing the process and then
waiting on a timeout, but I don't think
this would work because when you kill a
process it might not exit immediately. Is
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performance.Q: Ansible regexp_replace
not returning what I expected I'm trying

to replace some values in a file with
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values coming from a different file
using regex. The values that I want to
replace are stored as json in an array,

like this.
group_vars/some_group_vars.yml one:
label: some_label value: aaa another:

bbb aaa: 111
group_vars/some_group_vars_two.yml

one: label: another_label value: aaa
another: bbb aaa: 222 I want to change

only the string value aaa of the key from
value: aaa to the value from one. My

playbook looks like this, using ansible
2.2.2 and in my role yaml. - name:
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Change the value of key aaa to 222
from viveline_group_vars.yml

lineinfile: regexp: '([^\S]+)' replace: '\1:
222' line: "{{ item }}" dest:

/path/to/file/viveline_group_vars.yml
with_file:

"path/to/file/viveline_group_vars.yml"
when:'master == true' This is returning

an empty string after changing the
value, so the regexp is not working.
Also I have seen that in my role file

where I am using the regex_replace to
change the value, the.yml file that is

configured for the when statement, in
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my case viveline_group_vars.yml, is not
having the 'one' key. How do I fix this

problem? A: This 3da54e8ca3
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